Prior (co)variances can improve multiple-trait across-country evaluations of weakly linked bull populations.
National genetic evaluation results for fore udder attachment from 9 Ayrshire populations were used to assess the impact of different uses of prior genetic correlations in multiple-trait across-country evaluations (MACE) on predicted international genetic merit. These Ayrshire populations were poorly connected; that is, 2% of the bulls had evaluations in 2 or more countries. Genetic correlations from the Holstein populations in the same countries were used as prior information to improve inferences of location parameters and international genetic merits. Fully Bayesian analyses using Gibbs sampling and computationally less demanding traditional MACE assuming a weighted average of prior and estimated Ayrshire genetic correlations were compared for 3 different prior degrees of belief and for different groups of bulls. Posterior means of genetic correlations estimated by Gibbs sampling were on average higher (+0.2) than those estimated by REML. Posterior heritabilities differed up to 0.2 units from those assumed in national genetic evaluations. Predicted genetic merit and international sire rankings of bulls with daughter information in the country of interest were not affected substantially by method of analysis and even less by varying prior degree of belief. Method of analysis had a larger impact on predicted genetic merit for bulls without daughter information in the country of interest. Here the average correlation between predicted genetic merit in different analyses ranged from 0.62 to 0.99. The predictive ability for young and randomly chosen bulls favored Bayesian MACE. The prior degree of belief did not have much impact on sire rankings and predictive ability, but intermediate prior degree of belief tended to perform best. All MACE analyses yielded nearly unbiased predictions. Traditional MACE assuming a simple weighted average of prior and estimated Ayrshire genetic correlations has been implemented by Interbull for routine international genetic evaluations.